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ABSTRACT

The paper presents an evaluation method to assess

impressions toward a computer-generated creature

through human-computer interaction. The aim of

our study is to construct a mechanism on a computer

to realize empathic interaction between humans and

creatures. In this paper, we examine the e�ect on

personality cognition of a virtual creature when the

creature replies with di�erent timing to a human ut-

terances. The creature has an abstract appearance

and a non-linguistic voice. We control the following

three conditions for timing of the creature's response:

a) alternation, b) overlap, and c) neutral condition.

As a result, we found that the evaluation value of

the alternation condition shows more positive behav-

ior than that of the overlap and neutral conditions

when the creature has the above features.

1 INTRODUCTION

We have tried to realize an empathic interaction be-

tween a human and a computer. This is one of the

necessary works to construct a computer not as sim-

ply a tool but also as an individual entity that can

interact with a human on an equal level. The main

reason for this work is that our everyday interaction

plays a role of not only conveying an explicit message

to others but also of establishing an empathic rela-

tionship with them. However, it is extremely di�cult

to implement emotion and sensitivity on a computer

by using a symbolic quantization [1, 2].

The aim of our study is to construct a computer

with a mechanism that expresses behaviors so that

a person could naturally perceive them as if coming

from a human companion. Research on robotics has

been focused on such a goal. Some robots have been

constructed to create an empathic interaction with a

human through their physical motion [3, 4, 5]. On

the other hand, we have tried to construct a virtual

creature that can create an empathic interaction with

a human through voice and motion[6, 7].

In this paper, we report an evaluation method to

assess impressions toward a creature through inter-

action with a human. We conducted a psychological

experiment to examine the e�ect on personality cog-

nition of a virtual creature when the creature replies

with di�erent timing toward a human utterance. The

creature has an abstract appearance as an eyeball

and a non-linguistic voice like a bubbling or baby

talk. We controlled the following three conditions

for timing of the creature's response: the creature

replies to a human a) after a human �nishes talk-

ing (alternation condition), b) as soon as a human

speaks (overlap condition), and c) randomly after

or as soon as a human speaks (neutral condition).

This paper discusses how the timing of a creature's

response contributes to a�liation in the interaction

between a human and a creature under these condi-

tions.

2 EXPERIMENT

2.1 Environment

For this experiment, subjects interacted with a crea-

ture displayed on a 17 inch computer screen via

speech (Fig. 1). The creature is shaped like an eye-

ball and was generated by 3-D computer graphics.

It is an e�ective device for human-computer inter-

action because it does not cause any special bias in

subjects. The creature also has eight kinds of non-

linguistic voices such as bubbling or baby talk, which

are output randomly. Subjects can start to interact

with it in a neutral state because it has the above

features.

2.2 Method

Subjects: Total: 24 university students (female: 12

people, male: 12 people, from 18 to 23 years old)

Conditions: The conditions for timing are decided

according to the analysis of human-to-human in-

teraction [8] as follows:
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Figure 1: Sample snapshot of interaction between human and creature

Alternation: A creature returns its response

alternately i) after a subject �nishes talk-

ing: 80% for all voices (Fig. 2 left)� ii) on

random timing: 20% for all voices (Fig. 2

right).

Overlap: A creature returns its response i)

overlapped subject's talk: 80% for all

voices (Fig. 2 middle)� ii) on random tim-

ing: 20% for all voices.

Neutral: A creature returns its response on

random timing: 100% for all voices.

Hypothesis: In general, we can observe much over-

lapped speech in the interaction among humans

when they are familiar. Therefore, we assume

that subjects receive a positive impression from

a creature that returns its response while over-

lapping their speech.

Procedure: The sequence of the experiment is as

follows:

1. The experimenter ran a video tape for

the subject showing a recorded animation

where a penguin boy behaves mischievously

for about one minute.

2. The experimenter had the subject do a test

interaction for about one minute. During

this test interaction, the experimenter gave

instructions to the subject.

3. After giving the instructions, the exper-

imenter gave a start signal and left the

room.

4. After one minute of interaction, the exper-

imenter gave an end signal to stop experi-

ment.

5. After the experiment, the subject answered

a post-experimental questionnaire as an

evaluation of personality cognition in the

creature.

Instruction: This system implements the everyday

behavior of children from three to �ve years old.

Please scold the creature shaped like an eyeball

for one minute instead of the penguin boy who

appears in the last video tape. Please deal le-

niently with him when he pouts, cries, or resists

your speech. You should interact with the three

children who have di�erent characters. Please

answer questionnaire after each interaction.

Evaluation Items: Table 1 shows the evaluation

items in the experiment. The subject evaluates

them using seven grades.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Figure. 3 shows average evaluation values for all

evaluation items within sociality, familiarity, stabil-

ity and activity under the alternation, neutral and

overlap conditions.

These results of the experiment for every evalua-

tion items are summarized as follows:

1. Sociality: There is no signi�cant di�erence in

the average evaluation value between the alter-

nation and neutral conditions [t(23) = 0.744, p

> .05] as well as between the overlap and neutral

conditions [t(23) = 0.868, p > .05]. Therefore,

we assume that the change in timing of the crea-

ture's response does not have any e�ect on the

social property of the creature.
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Figure 2: Conditions for timing in experiment

Table 1: Evaluation items concerned with personality cognition

Sociality Familiarity Stability Activity

insincere $ serious unkind $ kind weak $ strong introverted$ diplomatic

untidy $ tidy taciturn $ talkative cowardly $ brave passive $ aggressive

sentimental $ rational egotistic $ thoughtful unfaithful $ faithful internal $ external

insensitive $ sensitive calm $ lively dirty $ clean nerveless $ enthusiastic

(*) These are evaluated on seven grades and marked from one (left) to seven (right).

2. Familiarity: There is a signi�cant di�erence in

the average evaluation values between the alter-

nation and the neutral conditions [t(23) = 2.066,

p < .05] as well as between the overlap and neu-

tral conditions [t(23) = 2.225, p < .05]. Ac-

cordingly, we assume that the subjects tend to

pay more attention when the creature is under

the alternation condition than under the over-

lap condition. In the alternation condition, the

creature moves and talks only after the subjects

�nish talking. In the overlap condition, it stops

its motion in a moment because it starts to move

and talk as soon as the subject starts. The main

reason is that the subject favorably interprets

favorably the behavior of the creature starting

in the alternation condition only after s/he �n-

ishes talking. On the other hand, s/he unfavor-

ably interprets the behavior on the creature as

it moves and talks in the overlap condition while

the subject is still talking.

3. Stability: There is no signi�cant di�erence in

the average evaluation value between the alter-

nation and neutral condition [t(23) = 0.668, p >

.05] as wall as between the overlap and neutral

condition [t(23) = 1.182, p > .05]. Therefore,

we assume that the change in timing of the crea-

ture's response does not have any e�ect on the

stability of the creature.

4. Activity: There is a signi�cant di�erence in the

average evaluation value between the alternation

and the neutral conditions [t(23) = 1.760, p <

.05], though there is no signi�cant di�erence in

the average evaluation value between the over-

lap and the neutral conditions [t(23) = 0.000,

p > .05]. We assume the the subject can feel

the behavior of the creature more actively under

the alternation condition than under the overlap

condition. The main reason is that s/he can bet-

ter see and hear the creature's motion and voice

when it moves and talks after s/he talks than

when it does as soon as s/he does.

From these above results, we found that our hy-

pothesis (see 2.2) was not supported in the experi-

mental environment. This suggested that a human's

a�liation toward a creature is increased not only by

the overlap of voice in interaction but also by inter-

action with the other modality, i.e. the creature's

image.



Figure 3: Results of average evaluation value

3 CONCLUSION

We examined whether the change in timing of a crea-

ture's response has some e�ect on a human's impres-

sion toward the creature when the creature has the

an abstract appearance and a non-linguistic voice.

From the results of an experiment, we found a sig-

ni�cant di�erence for two evaluation items, familiar-

ity and activity. These results suggested the follow-

ing. The subject can feel a more positive impression

about familiarity and activity in the creature's be-

havior when it starts to move and talk after s/he

�nishes talking. The main reason for this is that the

subject can more favorably interpret the behavior of

the creature while it is still since s/he can regard it

turning its attention to the subjects' talk. On the

other hand, s/he more unfavorably interpreted the

creature's behavior under the overlap condition be-

cause it starts to move and talk while the subject is

talking.
In this experiment, it is di�cult to decide which

kind of modality, image or voice, contributes to the
positive impression of familiarity and activity. In
future work, we plan to examine human a�liation
toward a creature for a) the e�ect of the image by
using other computer graphics, and b) the e�ect of
voice quality by using more meaningful and linguistic
voices.
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